Genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity in pattern dystrophy
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Background: The pattern dystrophies (PD) represent a clinically heterogeneous family of inherited macular diseases frequently caused by mutations in the peripherin/RDS gene. Most previous studies have detailed the clinical findings in single families, making it difficult to derive data from which progression and visual outcome can be generalised.

Methods: Families were ascertained and clinically evaluated including angiography and electrophysiology where appropriate.

Results: In each of the six families with autosomal dominant PD, a mutation in the peripherin/RDS gene was identified, including a novel Cys250Phe variant. These data suggest that the condition is characterised by the accumulation of yellow to grey subretinal flecks, followed by pigmentary change accompanied by patches of chorioretinal atrophy. Subsequently, 50% (16/32) of individuals with PD developed poor central vision because of chorioretinal geographic atrophy or subretinal neovascularisation. The risk of these complications appears to increase with age.

Conclusion: PD should not necessarily be considered a benign condition. Instead, patients should be counselled that there is a significant chance of losing central vision in their later years. Some elderly patients with probands showing PD may be misdiagnosed with age related macular degeneration owing to the phenotypic similarities between these conditions in the advanced state.

Pattern dystrophy (PD) is a dominantly inherited macular disease characterised by the accumulation of lipofuscin at the level of the retinal pigment epithelium. Considerable phenotypic variability has been reported and names attributed to the condition. Mutations in the peripherin/RDS gene are a frequent cause of PD as well as other inherited retinal dystrophies.

Although several authors have suggested that PD is relatively benign, some reports describe families in which late vision loss occurs because of pigment epithelial atrophy or choroidal neovascularisation. Most accounts detail clinical findings in single families, making it difficult to generalise about progression and visual outcome in PD. In this paper, we report the phenotypic characterisation of six families with molecularly confirmed pattern dystrophy.

Materials and Methods
PD pedigrees were identified and examined during the course of collecting families for a genetic study of macular degeneration in the United States. The diagnosis was made in those with yellow, gold, grey, or black subretinal deposits arranged in fleck-like, branching, round, or irregular plaque-like patterns centred about the fovea bilaterally. Patterns were usually most easily discerned in younger family members. Drusen were usually absent. Further investigations were undertaken as necessary. Mutational analyses were performed on DNA collected from family members.

Results
The six families (median age 61, range 36–91) with PD are shown in figure 1. Autosomal dominant inheritance was supported by affected individuals in consecutive generations, equal numbers of affected males and females, and evidence of male to male transmission (except family D). Figure 1 shows abridged pedigrees.

Phenotype examples are shown in figure 2. A segregating heterozygous mutation in the peripherin/RDS gene was identified in each family.

Family A (mutation, peripherin/RDS Cys250Phe)
The dystrophy was characterised by discrete yellow-white subretinal lesions of varying size throughout the macula with some involvement nasal to the disc. Subretinal pigment accumulation was also evident close to the fovea. Older individuals had atrophic depigmented lesions or evidence of previous subretinal neovascularisation.

Family B (peripherin/RDS Tyr141Cys)
The subretinal deposits were smaller and more widely spaced than family A. Some individuals had patterned, pigmented shapes centred on the fovea. Individual 109 had retinitis pigmentosa and 1002 had a vitelliform-like subfoveal lesion in one eye.

Families C-F (peripherin/RDS IVS2+3A→T)
By contrast, the macula of affected individuals in these families showed only a few yellow-white or pigmented subretinal deposits in a paravascular distribution. In some, the deposits formed figures. Small areas of atrophy were also present. Family F comprised two individuals. Both had large patterns centred on the fovea with atrophy.

Phenotype progression
We did not perform a longitudinal assessment of phenotypic progression. Instead, we evaluated individuals from each generation. Overall, good acuity was usually retained until the end of the sixth decade. Thereafter, significant central visual loss was observed, down to the counting fingers level bilaterally and correlated with phenotype progression (figs 3 and 4). Phenotype progression was grouped into three age groups.

Aged 30–49 years (nine individuals)
These younger individuals were likely to have discrete yellow or grey deposits in subretinal figures or patterns. None had developed either geographic atrophy (GA), defined as a sharply demarcated area of pigment epithelial atrophy

Abbreviations: AMD, age related macular degeneration; CNV, choroidal neovascularisation; GA, geographic atrophy; PD, pattern dystrophies
through which choroidal vessels were visible, or choroidal neovascularisation (CNV). Only two of nine affected had worse vision than 20/40.

Aged 50–69 years (13 individuals)
Pigment figures tended to be more extensive. Mild pigment epithelial atrophy was common, and was present in five of 13 affected, usually associated with some fading of the pigment epithelial deposit. GA was present in five individuals; CNV in one; and CNV and GA in the fellow eye of was present in one eye and GA in the other eye of one individual.

Aged 70–91 years (16 individuals)
Nearly all eyes had developed some degree of pigment epithelial atrophy. CNV and GA occurred frequently, with the latter becoming more extensive and associated with more profound vision loss. Four of 16 individuals had geographic atrophy, and five of 16 had CNV. Only three of 16 maintained
better than 20/40 or better vision in both eyes, while seven individuals had significant visual impairment of less than 20/40 in both eyes.

DISCUSSION
Molecular genetic studies have contributed significantly to defining the clinical entity that is PD. Peripherin/RDS mutations have been found in a significant number of families with this condition; however, genetic heterogeneity is known. The heterozygous peripherin/RDS-Cys250Phe mutation segregating in family A is novel. Experimentally, substitution of this conserved residue prevents a disulfide bond forming interfering with normal protein folding. The mutation, Tyr141Cys found in family B, has been described in a single family with a late onset dominant macular dystrophy. Our remaining four pedigrees all shared the same splice site mutation, although by haplotype analysis, the families are not closely related. This mutation, peripherin/RDS IVS2+3A→T, presumably reflects therefore a “hotspot” within the gene and has previously been reported to cause autosomal dominant retinal degeneration.

Previous authors have addressed the progression of the PD phenotype, however usually in single families. Some have considered that PD causes only mild visual disability, while others have documented families in whom visual loss appears more marked.

Although this was not a longitudinal study, we had the opportunity to clinically evaluate individuals in all families across a wide spectrum of ages. An age dependent pattern of phenotype progression was evident. Individuals under 50 years of age generally had smaller and less widespread changes. These usually were present as subretinal pigment deposits in the form of figures or patterns and were sometimes accompanied by mild pigment epithelial atrophy. Vision was normal or mildly impaired. In individuals over 50 years of age, these lesions developed increasing pigment epithelial atrophy and became more complex and widespread. Visual loss in at least one eye was common. GA or CNV occurred with increasing frequency and severity, accompanied by significant visual loss.

The severity of the disease in older individuals was surprising. The more advanced stages of macular degenerative disease (GA and CNV) were present in 42% (16/38) of all affected individuals, with GA present in 26% (10/38) and CNV in 18% (7/38). After age 70, severe vision loss was common, with 50% (eight of 16) of individuals becoming legally blind (20/200 or less) in at least one eye and 19% (three of 16) losing vision in both eyes.

Selection bias must be considered in view of the fact that these families were identified as part of an effort to recruit families with age related macular degeneration (AMD). It is conceivable that our PD families may have been biased toward those with older members and particularly towards those with advanced macular disease resembling AMD. We therefore reviewed the literature for previous reports of molecularly confirmed PD that provided detailed phenotype information. We identified eight reports describing 10 such families. These families were comparable to ours by the presence of advanced macular changes and the incidence of significant visual loss. Of the total of 53 affected individuals in these families, 38% had advanced macular changes of GA and/or CNV, with GA present in 25% and CNV in 15%. In the nine individuals more than 70 years old, vision loss to 20/200 or less in at least one eye was present in 67%, including 44% in both eyes. From these data, we conclude that our families are comparable to other PD families with peripherin/RDS mutations.

In addition, the different peripherin/RDS mutations may exert an influence on phenotype. In the four families (C–F) with the splice site mutation, earlier stages of the disease were characterised by round spots of variable pigmentation and hypopigmentation. These progressed to more confluent lesions, often assuming a branch-like configuration with increasing RPE atrophy. A family with this same splice site mutation has been reported with macular RPE degenerative changes and yellow flecks.

In family B (Tyr141Cys), there was marked phenotypic heterogeneity. One individual had retinitis pigmentosa and others had yellow subfoveal plaques. This family also had the highest incidence of CNV (three of 10 affected individuals) similar to another family with this mutation. Although these authors did not designate their family as having PD, we think that both families have features in common that are similar to those found in other families with this diagnosis.
AMD can be indistinguishable from the late appearances of PD since drusen often become less prominent or disappear in advanced stages of the disease. Furthermore, some patients with PD have deposits resembling drusen or in fact might have age related drusen. Therefore, a small proportion of older individuals with PD may be misdiagnosed with AMD. Since six of the 120 families (5%) collected in the genetics of the AMD study were initially thought to have AMD by family members and their ophthalmologists, a similar prevalence of PD may exist among AMD patients with a family history of macular degenerative disease.

We conclude that intra-familial clinical heterogeneity is largely the result of age dependent phenotype progression. PD is also not necessarily visually benign. Progression often results in significant impairment and legal blindness in its advanced stages. Thus, individuals may be informed that the prognosis is good for retention of useful vision in at least one eye before age 70, but that the likelihood of significant visual impairment in both eyes increases in later years.
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Figure 3 Colour fundus photographs of individuals from families B and C showing phenotypic progression with advancing years often complicated by choroidal neovascularisation. Numbers correspond to pedigree identification numbers in figure 1.

Figure 4 Schematic showing stage of disease progression with age in each family. Numbers correspond to pedigree identification numbers in figure 1. Stage 1 (early disease): spots of subretinal deposits, minimal pigmentary changes, no atrophy or choroidal neovascularisation (CNV). Stage 2: larger accumulations of deposits, pigment figures, and/or small atrophic areas, no CNV. Stage 3 (advanced disease): extensive atrophy and/or CNV.